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Research in human-centered AI has shown the benefits of systems that can

explain their predictions. Methods that allow an AI to take advice from hu-

mans in response to explanations are similarly useful. While both capabili-

ties are well-developed for transparent learning models (e.g., linear models

and GA2Ms), and recent techniques (e.g., LIME and SHAP) can generate ex-

planations for opaquemodels, little attention has been given to advice meth-

ods for opaque models. This paper introduces LIMEADE, the first general

framework that translates both positive and negative advice (expressed us-

ing high-level vocabulary such as that employed by post-hoc explanations)

into an update to an arbitrary, underlying opaque model. We demonstrate

the generality of our approach with case studies on seventy real-world mod-

els across two broad domains: image classification and text recommenda-

tion. We show our method improves accuracy compared to a rigorous base-

line on the image classification domains. For the textmodality, we apply our

framework to a neural recommender system for scientific papers on a pub-

lic website; our user study shows that our framework leads to significantly

higher perceived user control, trust, and satisfaction.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Recommender systems; •

Computingmethodologies→Learning fromcritiques; •Human-centered

computing → HCI design and evaluation methods; User interface

management systems.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Explainable Recommendations, Explain-

able AI, Advice Taking, Interactive Machine Learning, Human-AI Interac-

tion

1 INTRODUCTION

A long-standing vision in AI is the construction of an advice taker,
a system whose behavior, in the words of John McCarthy, “will be
improvable merely by making statements to it, telling it about its
symbolic environment and what is wanted from it. To make these
statementswill require little if any knowledge of the program or the
previous knowledge of the advice taker” [53]. Indeed, today’s guide-
lines for human-AI interaction dictate that ML systems should be
able to explain their predictions to end-users and accept advice and
corrections from them [4, 6]. Both explanation and advice-taking
methods exist for transparent models, such as linear classifiers or
generalized additive models (GA2Ms) [17, 86, 88], and their bene-
fits for transparent recommenders have been demonstrated within
the human-in-the-loop machine learning and human-AI interac-
tion literature [13, 43]. These advice-taking approaches allow the
human to provide high-level feedback on how specific input fea-
tures should be driving the transparent model’s behavior.
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However, opaque models, such as boosted decision forests and
deep neural networks, are a different story. Because they often pro-
vide the highest performance and are widely used, numerous re-
searchers have investigated methods for generating post-hoc ex-
planations of opaque ML models — typically by creating a trans-
parent approximation to the opaque model, called an explanatory
model [29]. Several researchers have developed methods for trans-
lating high-level human advice into specific classes of differentiable,
neural models [24, 47, 64, 66, 69], but to our knowledge only one pa-
per (Schramowski et al. [69]) have introduced a method that works
for arbitrary opaque models, and it is not capable of handling ad-
vice that corrects an agent’s erroneous predictions (Section 6.3).

Furthermore, even the advice-taking methods whose application
is restricted to specific opaque model classes [47, 64, 66] have lim-
ited empirical evaluation, often restricted to datasets that have been
artificially biased (e.g., Decoy MNIST and Iris-Cancer [66]) in a
way that a simple human tip (e.g., “Ignore the artifact in the lower
right corner”) can correct the problem. To demonstrate that advice-
taking methods are truly useful, experiments with large, real-world
domains seem essential.
Thus, two central questions for human-AI interaction remain

unanswered:

(1) Can one translate high-level human advice into a correction
to an arbitrary, opaque, machine-learned model which uses
a different set of features than those used to express the ad-
vice?

(2) Do these methods allow end-users to improve the accuracy
of natural, real-world models more easily than by simply an-
notating more examples?

This paper answers the first question affirmatively, but presents
mixed results on the second. Specifically, we present LIMEADE,
a general framework for updating an arbitrary, opaque machine
learned model given high-level human advice, e.g. phrased in the
same vocabulary used by a posthoc explanation of its behavior. As
shown in Figure 1, our approach builds upon explanatory approaches
such as LIME [63] and SHAP [52] that describe the local behavior of
amodel in the region of a given instance. Given a trainedmodel and
an instance to be classified, these post-hoc approaches output an
explanation in the form of a weighted list of interpretable features
(typically distinct from the features utilized in the opaque model)
that influence the instance’s classification. With LIMEADE, a user
can then provide feedback in the same high-level terms as the ex-
planation in order to modify the original, opaque model. LIMEADE
converts this user advice back into the original feature space of the
opaque classifier by generating pseudo-examples representative of
these features and retraining. Unlike other methods of control in-
tended for machine learning practitioners and model developers,

http://arxiv.org/abs/2003.04315v4
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Fig. 1. LIMEADE takes a user’s advice – given in terms of features of the explanatory model — and then modifies the original, opaque model by retraining.

This is challenging because the mapping from opaque to explanatory model is typically many-to-one and hence not invertable.

LIMEADE empowers end-users with little or no machine learning
expertise to tune the system using high-level advice.
LIMEADE builds on the longstanding research areas of human-

in-the-loop machine learning and interactive machine learning to
provide a framework that is sufficiently general to address a wide
range of model architectures, tasks, and modes of advice. We em-
phasize that LIMEADE is a general framework in three distinct
senses:

(1) LIMEADE can be utilized for a wide range of advice-taking
applications, from explanatory debugging to personalized rec-
ommendation.

(2) LIMEADE is architecture-agnostic and enables advice taking
for different types of opaque machine learning models, in-
cluding both classifiers and rankers.

(3) LIMEADE accepts different types of human advice (in this
paper, we focus on advice given as binary feedback in terms
of high-level features).

Accordingly, we show that our framework is general by demon-
strating its success on seventy real-world models across two broad
domains: image classification and text ranking. For our first case
study, we use LIMEADE to give advice to twenty binary image clas-
sifiers (e.g., models predicting “giraffe” or “not giraffe”) that are built
on precomputed neural embeddings [32]. Our implementation of
LIMEADE in the image domain translates a human’s simulated ad-
vice to the classifier in response to a LIME explanation expressed us-
ing superpixel features. sing this simulated advice, we demonstrate
that this implementation significantly improves system accuracy,
compared to a strong baseline, in a few shot setting. To accelerate
future research, we will release our LIMEADE code and that for the
image experiments.

For our second case study, we incorporated LIMEADE within
Semantic Sanity, a publicly-deployed research paper recommender
system with hundreds of users. While recommendations are made
using an opaque neural model built on top of precomputed paper
embeddings [19], LIMEADE allows humans to provide advice in
terms of unigrams and bigrams (e.g., marking them as of interest
or not) that are suggested by an approximate, linear explanatory
model. In a simulation study based on organic user feeds in the log
data, we show that explanation-based advice taking improves rec-
ommender quality, but we fail to find a significant improvement
compared to adding a comparable number of labeled examples. We
also perform an in-person user study showing that users feel that
the ability to provide high-level feedback significantly improves
their sense of trust, control and system transparency. By analyz-
ing the logs of 300 Semantic Sanity users, our work also reveals
a fundamental tension, which we call the explanation-action trade-

off, between providing the most faithful explanations (by greedily
selecting the most influential features) and providing the best af-
fordances for advice taking (by providing a variety of possible re-
finements). With a faithful explanation approach that surfaces the
most influential features, a user’s positive action on a feature via a
LIMEADE update results in increased importance, causing the fea-
ture to dominate explanations. A more diverse explanation strat-
egy can be accomplished by presenting more unique terms, which
comes at the expense of faithfulness to the explanatory model.
Significantly, our paper leaves a number of questions surround-

ing the advice-taking problem unanswered. For example, we do not
conclusively answer the question of whether advice-taking meth-
ods allow end-users to improve the accuracy of real-world, opaque
models more easily than by annotating more examples. Moreover,
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in our image domain experiment, we uncover that the effective-
ness of advice-taking methods may decrease with more supervi-
sion. Lastly, it is important to further study how advice-taking fits
into broader frameworks within human-in-the-loop machine learn-
ing that incorporate human interventions with design parameters,
model and algorithm choice, error preferences, and beyond [4]. In
many ways, we view this paper as a “Call to Action” to galvanize
more researchers to study the advice-taking problem for opaque
machine learners, as it is a rich area of study within human-AI in-
teraction with many questions still to answer.

2 LIMEADE: ADVICE TAKING FOR OPAQUE MODELS

In this section, we provide a formal overview of the LIMEADE
framework and detail how it can be applied to opaque machine
learning models to enable advice taking. With LIMEADE, we as-
sume that the human would like to give advice to an opaque ma-
chine learning model. By opaque, we mean that the model archi-
tecture may be completely unknown, or (if known), it may have
toomany parameters and nonlinearities for a human to understand.
However, we assume that the model’s inputs and outputs are avail-
able and that themodel can be retrained on new examples.Wework
in a semi-supervised learning setting, in which the goal is to learn
a hypothesis that maps an B-dimensional real-valued input vector
to a label (for classification) or a real-valued output score in [−1, 1]
(e.g., for recommendation). We are given a set X! of labeled train-
ing examples (G,~,F), where G ∈ RB , ~ is the value to be learned,
and F is the weight assigned to the example when training. Addi-
tionally, we optionally have a large, dense pool X* of unlabeled
examples (G). Our explainable machine learning problem setting
closely follows that of previous work in explainableML [52, 63].We
assume that each instance G can be represented as a binary-valued
vector G ′ that lies in an interpretable space. For example, in the text
domain, the dimensions of G might contain embeddings produced
by a transformer, whereas the dimensions of G ′ would correspond
to interpretable features such as term frequency-inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF) values for n-grams.1 In the image domain, the
dimensions of G would be pixels, while the dimensions of G ′ might
be superpixels [63] or fine-grained features [3, 41].
Given an instance G to explain, our approach uses an explana-

tory model 6 in the interpretable space that locally approximates
the opaque classifier 5 , i.e., 6(ℎ′(I)) ≈ 5 (I) for I ′ nearby G ′. The
model 6 can be any interpretable model, such as a decision tree or
linear model, produced using LIME or a comparable method. We
refer to the method that produces 6 as Explain( 5 , G, ℎ′).
Algorithm 1 details LIMEADE’s approach to enabling a model to

take advice, and Figure 2 illustrates a concrete example of apply-
ing LIMEADE on the paper recommendation domain. Given an in-
stance of interest, G , we obtain an explanation 6(G ′) of the model’s
output 5 (G) using Explain( 5 , G, ℎ′). The human can then provide
a label on a feature of G ′. Informally, a positive label on feature
9 of G ′ represents the human’s assessment that examples I ′ near

1Term frequency-inverse document frequency, or TF-IDF, is a method of text featur-
ization. Each document is featurized according to a fixed set of =-grams, where the
feature value for the =-gram is given by the =-gram’s frequency in the specific doc-
ument in question, times a weight that puts more emphasis on terms that are less
common across the corpus [74].

G ′ should tend to be positive when I ′[ 9] = 1. For example, a user
of our paper recommendation system might give a positive label to
the term “BERT” in a natural language processing paper to indicate
interest in papers about the technique.

Algorithm 1 Enabling an opaque model to take advice using

LIMEADE. Given a set of required inputs, LIMEADE solicits hu-
man advice in response to an explanation of a classified instance
and retrains the opaque model accordingly. Explain is a function
that generates an explanation for a given model and instance.

Inputs:

X!,X* // sets of labeled and unlabeled in-
stances
5C : R

B → [−1, 1] // opaque classifier, version at time
C

G ∈ RB , G ′ ∈ {0, 1}B
′

// instance & instance in interpret.
rep.

ℎ′ : RB → {0, 1}B
′

// mapping s.t. G ′ = ℎ′(G)

cG ′ : {0, 1}
B → R+ // weighting based on distance

: ∈ N // number of pseudo-examples
1: 6C = Explain(5C , G , ℎ

′) // obtain explanatory model
2: Display(6C , G

′) // display key features of 6C (G
′) to

end-user,
3: // who then selects one feature (indexed 9) as + or − indicator

of instance
receive 0 ∈ {−1, 1} and 9 ∈ {1, . . . , B ′}

4: // select : instances, label them using action 0, and weight ac-
cording to distance from G ′

NG ← {}

5: for 1, . . . , : do

6: G̃ = GetInstance(G,G ′,X* )

7: if ℎ′(G̃)[ 9] = 1 then
8: NG ←NG ∪ {(G̃, 0, cG ′ (ℎ

′(G̃)))}

9: end if

10: end for

11: X! ← X!∪ NG
12: 5C+1 ← Retrain(X! , 5C )
13: return 5C+1

LIMEADE uses the human’s action to improve the opaquemodel
5 by creating a set of : training pseudo-examples with repeated
calls to GetInstance(G, G ′,X* ). We experiment with two imple-
mentations of GetInstance: sampling and generative. Sampling
from the unlabeled pool is effective when the unlabeled pool is rel-
atively dense, meaning one can acquire many examples with in-
terpretable features similar to those of G ′. Generative approaches
can be helpful when data are less dense. For example, with images,
LIMEADE can create synthetic pseudo-examples by greying out
random subsets of the superpixels in the input image, essentially
reversing LIME’s process for generating the explanatory model, 6.
The generative approach also works in the textual domain, e.g., by
creating a synthetic document with nothing but the tokens selected
by the user.
LIMEADE only retains the pseudo-examples that contain the acted-

upon feature 9 , i.e. those G̃ for which ℎ′(G̃)[ 9] = 1. LIMEADE then
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Fig. 2. LIMEADE updates an arbitrary opaque ML model by creating pseudo-examples. Here, we consider a recommender system for papers. Small black o’s

and +’s show the original training set (here, a user’s ratings of papers), and shaded regions denote the complex boundary of the opaque classifier 5C . In order

to explain a prediction, ℎ(G′) , the system generates a locally faithful explanatory model using LIME or an alternative method. This is 6C , shown as a purple

do�ed line. In practice, the explanatory model likely has many more than the two dimensions shown above, but suppose ‘Turing’ and ‘agents’ are highly

weighted terms, hence used in the explanation. When the human specifies feature-level advice, e.g., ‘I want more papers about “agents”’, it could be used

to directly alter a linear explanatory model (creating the new purple do�ed line 6C+1); however, no simple update exists for an arbitrary, opaque classifier,

which may be nonlinear and use completely different features, such as word embeddings. Instead, LIMEADE generates positive pseudo-examples (shown

as blue +’s) that have the acted-upon feature and are similar to the predicted example. The pseudo-examples are weighted (shown by relative size) by their

distance to the predicted example G′ that was used to elicit feedback. By retraining on this augmented dataset, LIMEADE produces an opaque classifier that

has taken the advice, shown as a changed nonlinear decision boundary 5C+1.

assigns a value to each pseudo-example according to the user ac-
tion: +1 if the user assigned a positive feature label, and −1 other-
wise.

LIMEADE assigns each pseudo-example a weight based on its
proximity to G ′, with examples more similar to G ′ given higher
weight.2 The reasons to weight local examples more highly are
twofold: the explanatory method may only be locally correct [63],
and the human actions may only be locally applicable. For exam-
ple, the positive label on “BERT” discussed earlier is helpful within
the local scope of natural language processing papers, but could
become misleading if applied globally—in biology papers for ex-
ample, the term “BERT” often refers to a different meaning (the
“BERT gene”). After selecting and weighting the pseudo-examples,
LIMEADE can optionally condense the selections (e.g., collapsing
the examples into a single centroid). Finally, LIMEADE adds the
resulting pseudo-examples to the labeled training set X! and calls
Retrain to train the classifier 5 on the new data set.
While Algorithm 1 is written in terms of binary classification,

our approach generalizes naturally to the multiclass setting. This

2Wemeasure proximity in the interpretable space, but it is equally possible to measure
in the original space instead.

would entail that step 3 in Algorithm 1 solicit not only which fea-
ture was a positive or negative indicator, but also for which class—
pseudo-exampleswould then be labeled in step 8with respect to the
chosen class. In the case of negative indicators in the multiclass set-
ting, the pseudo-examples could be assigned random classes other
than the chosen class.
We reiterate that LIMEADE is general in many senses: our frame-

work is model-agnostic, applies to a diverse range of advice-taking
applications, and enables different forms of advice taking. In the
next sections, we present two case studies that highlight the gen-
eral applicability of LIMEADE.

3 CASE STUDY 1: LIMEADE FOR IMAGE
CLASSIFICATION

We now present our evaluation of LIMEADE in the image domain
in order to study whether LIMEADE allows humans to update real-
world models more effectively than simply labeling more examples.
In particular, we use LIMEADE to enable updates based on simu-
lated end-user advice for twenty deep neural image classifiers, e.g.,
a skateboard detector or fire hydrant detector. In Figure 3, we il-
lustrate an example of how LIMEADE is used to process high-level
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Fig. 3. a) Suppose an opaque classifier incorrectly classifies an image of a skier as a positive example of skateboarding. Suppose further that LIME returns

an explanation showing a superpixel containing the skier’s helmet as a positive indicator of the skateboarding class. Having seen this explanation, the user

realizes that the classifier is predicting “skateboard” based on a spurious confound and should be looking elsewhere (we note that the end-user, such as a

crowd worker, must understand the classification task but needs neither domain-specific knowledge nor an understanding of machine learning). b) While

a helmet is an appropriate positive indicator for the skateboarding class, the user gives the advice that another superpixel, containing skis and ski poles, is

a negative indicator. LIMEADE translates this advice by updating the opaque model and retrieving unlabeled images containing superpixels most similar to

this ski superpixel. These images are then added to the training data — with negative labels — and the model is retrained, completing the LIMEADE update.

In general, a false positive classification will lead to negative feedback, and a false negative classification will lead to positive feedback (see Figure 2).

advice in this context. With this simulated image domain experi-
ment, we wanted to study the following research questions:

(1) Does advice taking with LIMEADE further improve classifier
performance as compared to a rigorous baseline of adding
more labeled examples?

(2) How do LIMEADE-powered improvements change as a func-
tion of supervision?

3.1 Experimental Setup

In order to determine whether LIMEADE can support advice taking
in the image domain, we evaluated on binary image classifiers, each
comprising a logistic regression model trained on pre-computed im-
age embeddings. As a base image dataset, we utilized 20, 000 images
from the COCO dataset [45]. In order to create superpixel features
for LIMEADE feedback, we leveraged the same segmentation algo-
rithm [57] used by LIME to process all 20,000 images. To generate
embeddings for all images and superpixels, we retrieved their rep-
resentations from the penultimate layer of a ResNet-50 backbone
pre-trained on ImageNet [23, 32].
In order to ensure that our embeddings had not already been

trained on the target classes in our experiment, we tested binary
classifiers only on all 20 classes that are in COCObut not in ImageNet-
1000.3 We wanted to measure the performance of a LIMEADE up-
date relative to a baseline update, so we completed 100 randomized

3The 20 classes are: baseball glove, snowboard, giraffe, carrot, surfboard, fork, sink,
cow, donut, toothbrush, knife, bed, horse, cake, motorcycle, frisbee, skateboard, fire
hydrant, scissors, and suitcase.

initial configurations for each class. Moreover, for each configura-
tion, we randomly constructed an initial training set of one positive
and one negative instance (experiments in the 10-shot setting were
less-effective, as described in Section 5.1).
We evaluated the two-shot accuracy of a logistic regression model

on a held-out validation set and then performed one of the follow-
ing two updates with both a randomly-drawn positive instance and
a randomly-drawn negative instance simultaneously to preserve
class balance:

(1) Baseline: We update the model by adding the positive and
negative instances to the training data and retraining

(2) LIMEADE: First, we generate LIME explanations of the opaque
classifier for both the positive and negative instance. In the
positive case, we simulate a human’s advice in response to
the explanation by utilizing the COCO segmentation masks
to automatedly give the superpixel(s) indicative of the class
a positive label (i.e., in the case of “giraffe,” we select all su-
perpixels containing giraffes using the COCO segmentation
masks in the image labeled as “giraffe”). In the negative case,
we give the superpixel most influencing the LIME explana-
tion a negative label. We then generate embeddings of these
labeled regions and retrieve the nearest superpixels and full
images across the unused pool of 19, 996 images. We append
the corresponding embeddings to the training data alongwith
+ and − labels, respectively, and retrain. This simulated ap-
proach to human advice enabled us to study the effectiveness
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Class 2-Shot Accuracy Δ Baseline Δ LIMEADE p-value Winner

Baseball Glove 76.73% 10.64% ± 1.25% 10.75% ± 1.52% 0.91 LIMEADE
Snowboard 75.97% 10.67% ± 1.08% 10.74% ± 1.42% 0.93 LIMEADE
Giraffe 74.54% 12.30% ± 1.28% 16.42% ± 1.51% 9.3 × 10−8 LIMEADE*

Carrot 72.82% 7.37% ± 1.15% 9.76% ± 1.39% 4.9 × 10−4 LIMEADE*

Surfboard 72.59% 8.23% ± 1.19% 8.96% ± 1.36% 0.34 LIMEADE
Fork 72.14% 7.70% ± 1.24% 6.96% ± 1.64% 0.53 Baseline
Sink 71.55% 10.38% ± 1.12% 10.44% ± 1.49% 0.95 LIMEADE
Cow 69.90% 8.66% ± 1.00% 11.53% ± 1.07% 5.5 × 10−6 LIMEADE*

Donut 67.51% 8.23% ± 0.96% 9.65% ± 1.11% 0.093 LIMEADE
Toothbrush 65.85% 5.26% ± 0.82% 4.86% ± 1.02% 0.63 Baseline

Knife 65.47% 7.31%± 1.10% 7.43% ± 1.43% 0.86 LIMEADE
Bed 65.16% 9.50% ± 0.93% 11.73% ± 1.16% 5.7 × 10−3 LIMEADE*

Horse 63.66% 8.49% ± 0.90% 10.20% ± 1.31% 0.050 LIMEADE*

Cake 63.48% 8.53% ± 1.02% 9.07% ± 1.33% 0.49 LIMEADE
Motorcycle 63.16% 9.37% ± 0.98% 15.97% ± 1.08% 3.7 × 10−11 LIMEADE*

Frisbee 62.67% 7.80% ± 0.85% 7.03% ± 1.18% 0.32 Baseline
Skateboard 61.09% 6.93% ± 0.82% 7.52% ± 1.03% 0.48 LIMEADE
Fire Hydrant 59.21% 6.31% ± 0.75% 8.38% ± 0.92% 8.7 × 10−3 LIMEADE*

Scissors 57.38% 6.51% ± 0.79% 4.92% ± 1.05% 0.037 Baseline*

Suitcase 55.65% 4.04% ± 0.63% 4.23% ± 0.67% 0.71 LIMEADE

Total 66.83% 8.21% 9.33% 2.3 × 10−9 LIMEADE*

Table 1. Updates using LIMEADE boost the accuracy of an opaque image classifier more than the baseline. Results are shown for 20 classes averaged over 100

randomly-initialized runs each, and the accuracy boosts are reported relative to an average initial, 2-shot accuracy on a test set. For the updates, standard

errors dare reported, and a ∗ indicates ?-value ≤ 0.05. LIMEADE outperforms the baseline on 16 of 20 classes and provides an overall boost of 9.33%, as

opposed to the baseline’s overall boost of 8.21%.

of LIMEADE updates by testing many initial configurations
across a range of image classes.

We wanted to evaluate LIMEADE across different hyperparame-
ter settings, so we varied the number of nearest neighbors included
in the update (==486ℎ1>AB = {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100}), as well as the
relative sample weight of the update (F = {0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4}), and
performed a grid search. We evaluated performance on a balanced,
held-out validation set of 400 positive examples and 400 negative
examples for each class and selected the hyperparameters with the
highest validation accuracy. This process yielded a relative sample
weight of 0.25, as well as 50 nearest neighbors included in the up-
date. With these hyperparameters selected, we then evaluated final
performance on a separate, held-out test set of 400 positive exam-
ples and 400 negative examples for each class.

3.2 LIMEADE Feedback is More Effective than the
Baseline

In Table 1, we report the net changes in classifier accuracy when
making updateswith LIMEADE and the baseline across all 20 classes
and 100 runs per class, as evaluated on the test set. We find that
LIMEADE updates with simulated advice outperform the baseline
for 16 of 20 classes, giving an average boost of 9.33% compared to
the baseline’s average boost of 8.21%. These results are statistically
significant: a paired t-test of LIMEADE against the baseline yields
a ?-value of 2.3 × 10−9 across all 2,000 runs.

3.3 Diminishing Returns as Supervision Increases

While conducting our case study with the image domain, our em-
pirical results indicated that the LIMEADE-powered improvements
decrease as a function of more supervision. For example, repeat-
ing the experiments in the 10-shot setting, we find that LIMEADE
gives an overall boost of 0.63%, whereas the baseline gives an over-
all boost of 0.88%. It is important to note, however, that there is a
fundamental entanglement between training data and supervision
with respect to LIMEADE. LIMEADE is most valuable when the
original supervisory data is subject to spurious correlations (i.e.,
when teaching “cat,” if all cats seen in the training data happen to
be black, a LIMEADE update communicating that color does not
matter has high utility). If the training data is representative (be-
cause the training data contains more examples or because the ex-
amples themselves are better-selected), we expect a LIMEADE up-
date to provide less utility, as there are fewer potential spurious
correlations for a human to correct via a LIMEADE update. Indeed,
as the quality of the originally-trained classifier approaches perfec-
tion, the value of LIMEADE goes to 0, much as the value of more
training data also decreases. Our empirical evidence thus agrees
with our intuition that a LIMEADE update is most valuable in the
low supervision setting.
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4 CASE STUDY 2: LIMEADE FOR PAPER
RECOMMENDATION

For our second domain, we selected text ranking both for variety
and importance. The overwhelming influx of new scientific publi-
cations poses a daily challenge for researchers [12, 26, 33, 37, 72].
However, based on Beel et al. [10]’s survey of 185 publications on
academic paper recommendation, only a few systems explain why
papers have been recommended or respond to user feedback other
than liking/disliking specific papers, and all such systems rely on
interpretable recommenders [8, 15, 38, 56, 82]. The ability to ex-
plain and take advice for higher-performance paper recommenders,
therefore, fills an important void.
Furthermore, a complete evaluation of a human-AI interaction

approach requires testing it with real users in the loop [6]. For
LIMEADE, we wanted human users who were authentically mo-
tivated to understand and improve an ML classifier. In this regard,
we built Semantic Sanity, a computer science (CS) research-paper
recommender system based on Andrej Karpathy’s arXiv Sanity Pre-
server [39]. Deployed as a publicly-available platform, Semantic
Sanity enables users to curate feeds from over 150,000 CS papers
recently published on arXiv.org. With this testbed, users are im-
plicitly incentivized to understand and improve the recommender
system powering their feed in order to receive more interesting pa-
pers. Note further that each user is a task expert, since the users
determine their own preferences.

4.1 Neural Recommender

To generate individual recommendations, we utilize a neural model
consisting of a linear SVM on top of neural paper embeddings pre-
trained on a similar papers task [18]. Each paper is represented by
the first vector (i.e., the [CLS] token typically chosen for text clas-
sification) after encoding the paper title and abstract using SciB-
ERT [11]. The neural embeddingmodel is finetuned on a triplet loss

L =<0G (0, E)8 E+−E
)
8 E− +<) where< is a margin hyperparameter

and E8 , E+ and E− are the vectors representing a query paper, a simi-
lar paper to the query paper, and a dissimilar paper to the query pa-
per, respectively. The similar paper triples are heuristically defined
using citations from the Semantic Scholar corpus [7], treating
cited papers as more similar than un-cited papers. Recommenda-
tions are generated by training the model on a user’s annotation
history, with additional negative examples randomly drawn from
the full corpus of unannotated papers.
A user begins the process of curating their feed by either select-

ing a specific arXiv CS category or issuing a keyword search and
then rating a handful of the resulting papers. A feed consists of a list
of recommended papers sorted by predicted recommendation score
(see Figure 4). Each paper can be rated using traditional “More like
this” or “Less like this” buttons underneath each paper description.

4.2 Implementation of Explanations and Feedback

TheUI for Semantic Sanity (Figure 4) displays a list of recommended
papers and adorns each with an explanation comprising four terms;
to the left of each term are thumbs-up and thumbs-down buttons,
enabling the user to not only rate the papers themselves but also
give advice in response to the explanation and indicate if theywould

like to see more or fewer papers related to that term. The explana-
tory terms are generated using a simple, explanatorymodel (LIMEADE’s
Explain function), which we implement as a linear model over uni-
and bigram features. In particular, our linear model is defined as
6(G ′) = F0 +

∑
8 F8G

′
8 , and the explanation surfaced for 6(G ′) con-

sists of high-impact terms in the model, i.e., those with high values
for the productF8G

′
8 . Specifically, we select the 20,000 features with

the highest term frequency across our corpus. Our approach of us-
ing a post-hoc explanatory model is similar to that used by LIME,
except to enable real-time performance our explanatory model is
trained as a global, rather than local, approximation of the neural
model [63]. This global approximation was chosen because testing
on an early prototype revealed that generating explanations for a
feed using LIME was too computationally expensive, since LIME
requires sampling nearby instances and training a model for each
recommendation on the page; this latency negatively impacted the
recommendation experience.4

Given the explanatorymodel, LIMEADE’sDisplay function iden-
tifies explanations to display by computing each term’s contribu-
tion to the output of the linear model for the given paper, which
is equal to the product of the term’s TF-IDF value for the paper
with the term’s feature weight in the linear model. We note here
that even though the explanatory model is a global approximation,
the explanations are local ones, as this product encodes instance-
specific information on why the paper has been recommended.5

Next to each explanatory term are thumbs up and down buttons
(see Figure 4). When the user provides feedback with these but-
tons, LIMEADE generates pseudo-examples and retrains the neural
recommender. We use a generative approach within GetInstance

that leverages the unlabeled pool of papers. We select the top 100
papers from the full corpus with the highest TF-IDF value for the
feedback term and generate a single synthetic pseudoexample (i.e.,
we use : = 1) equal to the centroid of these papers’ embeddings
with a weight of 1. The example is appended to the user’s history
and labeled with the user’s annotation of the term (+/-).

4.3 Online Traffic

In the next section, we describe a controlled user study compar-
ing Semantic Sanity with and without LIMEADE. However, since
its public launch, Semantic Sanity has also attracted considerable
organic traffic: users with accounts have constructed 2,478 feeds
and have logged 21,713 paper annotations and 1,320 topic annota-
tions (we note that annotating topics was only possible after the
LIMEADE-based implementation was introduced on November 11,
2019, five months after the initial launch of Semantic Sanity). The
target user base was computer science researchers, and the plat-
form was advertised through social media and email lists. In Sec-
tions 4.7 and 5.2, we analyze a subset of the organic user logs as a
complementary part of our evaluation.

4Note that in a LIME-style approach to instance-level explanation, one needs to either
sample neighbors around the instance (which may be quite distant) or generate syn-
thetic examples, which in our case requires generating paper embeddings on the fly.
Both approaches introduced unacceptable latency.
5In a later implementation of Semantic Sanity, the platform also included a global
explanation surfaced at the top of each feed, which is the subject of another study
[61].
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Fig. 4. The UI for a feed in Semantic Sanity. Users can rate the papers themselves with the “More like this” and “Less like this” bu�ons, a standard feed

affordance. Under each paper, the system also presents four terms to explain why it was recommended and solicits feedback with “Rate Paper Topics” — by

clicking thumbs up or down, the user can give advice by requesting that the feed include more or less of the specified topic.

4.4 User Study: Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our LIMEADE-based sys-
tem for recommending papers with real users, we performed an
in-person user study. With this user study, we wanted to address
the following research questions:

(1) Do participants prefer LIMEADE over a baseline of just ex-
planations according to self-reported ratings of trust, control,
transparency, intuition, paper coverage, and the overall sys-
tem?

(2) Does LIMEADE increase participants’ feed quality, evaluated
quantitatively with blind ratings of recommended papers?

(3) How do participants utilize the topic-rating affordances pow-
ered by LIMEADE?

(4) What constructive feedback do participants have surround-
ing our particular instantiation of LIMEADE with Semantic
Sanity?

We recruited 21 participants through a public university’s com-
puter science email lists. All participants were adults who reported
experience with reading computer science research papers in our
screening questionnaire. Each session lasted one hour, and each
participant was compensated with a $25 Amazon gift card.

Participants were asked to curate feeds of computer science pa-
pers pertaining to a topic of their choice using two different recom-
mendation user interfaces (UIs), one that used LIMEADE to provide
advice-taking explanations, and one that did not present explana-
tions, instead only allowing users to rate the papers themselves (the
baseline); other than this difference, the UIs were the same. The par-
ticipants were asked to choose a topic that they were interested in
following over time as new papers are added to the arXiv, but not
so general that it is already covered by an existing arXiv CS cat-
egory (e.g., artificial intelligence). Once a topic was selected, each
participant was asked to name the desired feed, which served as
the goal for curation using both UIs.
Each participant began curation by selecting exactly three seed

papers that were then used to initialize the feeds in both UIs. Both
systems surfaced the same initial recommendations in response to
the participant’s three seed papers and thus had identical initial
states. Each participant was then presented with one of the two UIs
and given instructions on how to use it. 11 participants received the
baseline system first, and 10 received the LIMEADE system first.
They were then presented with the second UI. For both UIs, the
participants were told to use as many or as few annotations as de-
sired until their feed was curated to their liking, or a maximum of
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10 minutes was reached. We recorded the participants’ annotations
for both feeds. After using each UI, the participants were asked to
complete a short survey. They were then asked to rate a blind list
of combined recommendations from the two feeds that they had
curated, according to whether they would like to see each paper
in their desired feed. These recommendations were generated on
a held-out paper corpus, disjoint from the papers available within
the feed UIs.
Data were successfully collected for all 21 participants. The par-

ticipants’ chosen topics varied greatly, including “Spiking Neural
Networks,” “Moderation of Online Communities,” and “Dialogue
System Evaluation.”

4.5 User Study: �antitative Results

4.5.1 User Experience: Participants Prefer LIMEADE. In the surveys
administered after using each UI, we asked each participant to pro-
vide overall ratings for each system and to state which system they
preferred along dimensions such as trust and intuitiveness. The re-
sults are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.6

Overall, participants rated our approach significantly higher than
the baseline. They also rated it significantly higher on trust, control,
and transparency, and on confidence that their recommendations
were not missing relevant papers. Understandably, our LIMEADE
system appeared less intuitive to participants than the baseline due
to the increased complexity of the UI, though this result was not sta-
tistically significant. Finally, while not statistically significant due
to small sample size, participants indicated more likelihood to use
our system again over the baseline. In aggregate, these results in-
dicate a higher-quality user experience with the LIMEADE system
than with the baseline system.

4.5.2 Mixed Results for FeedCuration Time. In analyzing the times
required by each participant to complete feed curation using the
two systems, we observe that eight participants finished feed cura-
tionwith the baseline systemfirst, seven finished with the LIMEADE
system first, and the remaining six utilized all ten minutes for the
curation of both systems.

4.5.3 Most Participants used Both Paper and Topic Ratings. To ex-
plore the breakdown of participants’ rating habits with the base-
line system and the LIMEADE system, we present Figure 5. In the
left plot in Figure 5, we observe that participants displayed a high
degree of variance in the number of ratings applied during feed
curation, ranging from 7 annotations to 61 annotations with the
baseline system. Comparing the total number of annotations made
using the system with LIMEADE vs. the number of annotations
made with the baseline, we find a best-fit slope of 0.913. This sug-
gests that the participants made approximately the same number
of annotations across both systems.
In the right plot, we observe that there is significant diversity in

how participants applied topic annotations, ranging from 2 anno-
tations to 27. However, most participants utilized a combination of
paper and topic ratings, with more paper ratings than topic ratings
on average. Interestingly, five out of the twenty-one participants

6For all statistical significance tests, we report adjusted ?-values using the Holm-
Bonferroni procedure for multiple comparisons [35] in R’s p.adjust library [60].

Which system... Baseline LIMEADE ?-value

...trust more? 4 17* 0.043
...more control? 0 21* ≈0

...more transparent? 3 18* 0.012
...more intuitive? 12 9 0.664

...not missing relevant papers? 3 18* 0.012

Table 2. Among 21 participants, most prefer our system over the baseline

when prompted with these questions. (*) indicates a statistically significant

result under a two-sided binomial test against a null hypothesis of no prefer-

ence between the systems.

Likert scale rating Baseline LIMEADE ?-value

Overall system 3.38 ± 0.59 3.85 ± 0.57* 0.043
Would use again? 3.38 ± 1.16 3.90 ± 0.94 0.257

Table 3. Mean ± Standard Deviation of 21 participant ratings of each sys-

tem. Ratings were on a scale from 1 (worst/no) to 5 (best/yes). (*) indicates

a statistically significant result under a two-sided paired C-test against a null

hypothesis of zero mean difference between the systems.

provided more negative paper ratings than positive ones in the
baseline; when presented with the LIMEADE affordances, no par-
ticipants provided more negative paper ratings than positive ones,
but four participants applied more negative topic ratings than pos-
itive ones.

4.5.4 Blind Ratings of Recommendations: No Significant Difference

in Feed�ality. We also investigated whether the topic-level feed-
back provided by LIMEADE measurably increased the quality of
participants’ feed. We showed participants the top 20 recommen-
dations generated by both systems on the held-out corpus of pa-
pers and measured their ratings. Specifically, we computed the dis-
counted cumulative gain (DCG)7 and average precision (AP), com-
mon metrics for assessing recommendation feed quality. For DCG,
we observe a mean difference of 0.259 in favor of the baseline sys-
tem recommendations; however, the corrected ?-value for the two-
sided, paired C-test for mean differences is 0.218, indicating no sig-
nificant difference in feed quality between the two systems under
DCG. For AP, we observe a mean difference of 0.0412 in favor of
the baseline system, with a corrected ?-value of 0.257, also indicat-
ing lack of significant difference in quality under AP. Based on the
constructive feedback that we received, we speculate that this re-
sult could be improved by making implementation-specific adjust-
ments to Semantic Sanity.

4.6 User Study: �alitative Feedback

We analyze participants’ text responses and provide a sample of
quotes that complement the quantitative results. After using each
system, participants were asked to provide free text responses to
the question, “Would you like to share anything else about using
the system?” At the end of the study, participants were also asked,
“Do you have any last thoughts that you would like to share re-
garding actionable explanations?” Overall, participants found the

7We did not use NDCG because the participants liked different numbers of papers
between the two systems.
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Fig. 5. Sca�er plots showing (le�) the total number of annotations used to curate a feed with LIMEADE (paper annotations + topic annotations) vs. the

number of baseline paper annotations per user, and (right) the number of topic annotations vs. the number of paper annotations in the LIMEADE system.

Most participants used LIMEADE-powered topic-level feedback as well as paper-level feedback.

advice-taking affordance granted by our system helpful: “The ex-
planations here were especially useful in their capacity as decisions

rather than just explanations. I would have found them really really

annoying if they were presented only as an explanation of why you

thought I would like a paper, rather than an attribute I could ask for

more or less of.” In particular, participants stressed the importance
of the LIMEADE affordance as a filtering mechanism: “The topics
feature was excellent, because there are many papers which cover

*some* topics I like but also some that I don’t, and this let me pick

that out.”

The constructive feedback received in the qualitative responses
illustrate a number of implementation-specific improvements that
could be made to Semantic Sanity. The most common category of
constructive feedback concerned the quality of terms in the expla-
nations, mentioned by 10 participants. Though we utilized stem-
ming to eliminate these redundancies in each paper explanation,
we did not eliminate synonyms from the list of terms. For exam-
ple, three of the ten participants specifically requested that abbre-
viations in explanations be removed or linked to full terms. These
issues reflect the negative consequences of utilizing 20,000 TF-IDF
terms for our explanatory model featurization. In addition, five of
these users also stated that the terms were too general. We specu-
late that the term quality in the explanations negatively impacted
the users’ ability to give advice to the model via the LIMEADE af-
fordance.
Similarly, three participants directly addressed what we term the

explanation-action tradeoff in the next section, noting that the lack
of diversity of terms in the explanations was limiting. One partic-
ipant commented: “After a few minutes, almost all the same terms

that I had liked were coming up, so there were few new terms for me

to thumbs up or down. I think if the system could focus on bringing

up relevant papers that have a new term or two to which I can react,

that would make the curation even better.” This suggests tuning the
system to favor more explanation diversity even more than we did
in our initial implementation.
Interestingly, two users believed that the set of topics surfaced

was too restrictive, one thought that the terms were too diverse,
and one thought the diversity was a good feature. This provides

some evidence that different users have different preferences for
explanation diversity, suggesting that it should perhaps be tuned in
a user-specific manner. Additionally, four participants commented
on topic annotation strength, all of whom indicated that it was too
potent, revealing the importance of empirically evaluating the opti-
mal strength of an update. Based on this feedback, we reduced the
annotation strength in our application following the evaluation.

4.7 Feed�ality Revisited Using Log Data: LIMEADE
Improves Performance

We also investigated the effect of high-level advice on a different set
of users — those who used Semantic Sanity in the wild, rather than
as part of laboratory a user study — using the log data of the on-
line deployment. Specifically, we compiled a data set of 1,636 rated
papers across 30 feeds, where each feed had at least one annotated
explanation (the average number of annotations for these feedswas
4.4 terms). We evaluate two recommenders: a baseline ranker that
uses only the rated papers, and a LIMEADE ranker that uses both
the rated papers and the annotated terms processed by LIMEADE.
We evaluate at three different training sizes (2, 5, and 10 labeled pa-
pers), and for each feed and size compute the average normalized
discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) ranking performance for up
to ten sampled training sets. The average of these statistics across
feeds is our final evaluation measure.
Table 4 shows that LIMEADE does improve performance over

the baseline, but the benefits of the annotated explanations dimin-
ish as the number of rated papers increases. The individual differ-
ences shown in the table are not statistically significant, but the ag-
gregate performance over all three sizes shows LIMEADE perform-
ing significantly better than the baseline (p-value 0.017, two-tailed
paired t-test, after Holm-Bonferoni correction). Notably, LIMEADE
with 2 and 5 annotated papers performs comparably to the baseline
with 5 and 10 annotated papers, respectively, suggesting that dur-
ing the early phases of giving advice to a recommender, term anno-
tations can serve as a low-cost substitute for assessing additional
papers. Experiments with more users and feeds are necessary to
further validate these claims.
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Number of labeled papers Baseline LIMEADE

2 0.884 0.899

5 0.901 0.910

10 0.908 0.913

Table 4. Simulated evaluation of ranking performance (NDCG) based on

log data from actual usage in case study 2. LIMEADE improves performance

over a baseline that does not use the annotated explanations.

5 DISCUSSION

Evaluating on real-world domains with real human interactions is
crucial in order to make progress in human-centered AI broadly,
and for advice taking in particular. This section considers broader
questions of the effectiveness of human feedback, as well as inter-
actions between the fidelity of explanations and the affordances
provided for action.

5.1 When Does High-level Advice Improve Learner
Accuracy?

When tested on numerous domains, we obtained positive to in-
determinate results about the effectiveness of LIMEADE process-
ing high-level human advice. Does this reflect a weakness in the
LIMEADE approach or limitations of our LIME explanations? Or
is it intrinsic — perhaps human-interpretable vocabulary is simply
too dissimilar to the features learned by modern neural methods
for any human advice to be useful. Maybe getting more data is the
only or the most effective way for humans to help out?
One thing seems clear — in order to answer this question, the

research communitymust conduct more experiments on real world
domains, rather than toy domains with artificial confounds, such as
Decoy MNIST.
While they only simulate interactions, our image domain exper-

iments (Section 3) reflect actual human judgements about which
regions contain the object in question. LIMEADE-processed advice
about which regions contained an object significantly improved
classifier accuracy in the two shot case. However, when we con-
ducted similar experiments after training the twenty classifiers with
ten examples, we found no significant improvement. Perhaps this
is because the model had already learned where the objects were
located. More likely, it had found the context imparted from back-
ground information to be useful in the classification decision. It
also may stem from the segmentation algorithm that induced the
‘advice vocabulary’ or perhaps the LIMEADE method weighted ex-
amples incorrectly.
While users clearly liked the ability to provide high-level ad-

vice and felt it increased their sense of trust and control, we found
mixed results with respect to improving ranking accuracy as mea-
sured with DCG. Our controlled study over 21 users (Section 4.5.4)
found no significant difference between feed accuracy incorporat-
ing LIMEADE advice vs. feeds created with simple labeled exam-
ples. In contrast, we did find significant improvements stemming
from LIMEADE advice in our simulated log study on 30 different
users (Section 4.7). The differences could stem from our LIMEADE
mechanism, the bi-gram vocabulary chosen as features in the ex-
planatory model, the size of our study, or some other reason.

We strongly believe that much more research should be devoted
to this important question. LIMEADE is an important first step, but
our paper should be considered a “Call to Action” for more inves-
tigation. To this end, we will release the code for LIMEADE and
our image experiments, including our modified COCO dataset with
the precomputed superpixel vocabulary and corresponding embed-
dings.
It is also important to contextualize our findings within prior

work on advice taking. While studies such as [42] demonstrated a
clear improvement in classifier accuracy in the setting of explana-
tory debugging, other studies have found the opposite. Of particu-
lar interest are the results from [1] and [84], which demonstrated
that tunability for search and recommendation tasks can negatively
impact feed quality when it takes the form of adding or removing
terms from the featurization. Likewise, [21] shows that advice tak-
ing with interpretable models can lower accuracy. Lastly, [88] is
another datapoint that indicates that letting people into the inter-
active machine learning loop can be problematic. These concerns
are especially problematic, given users’ clear expectations that feed-
backwill lead toML improvement [73]. For this reason, we reiterate
that our paper is a “Call to Action” for more research surrounding
high-level advice and learner accuracy.

5.2 Exposing the Explanation-Action Tradeoff

Semantic Sanity chooses explanations to display by computing each
term’s contribution to the output of the linear model for the given
paper, which is equal to the product of the term’s TF-IDF value
for the paper with the term’s feature weight in the linear model.
The canonical explanation choice is to surface the terms with the
highest-magnitude contributions in the linear model [63]; we call
this a greedy approach. However, comments from early users of our
paper recommender indicated that there is a tradeoff between using
the greedy approach and providing affordances for feedback, which
we call the explanation-action tradeoff. In particular, user action on a
feature will lead the model to place increasing importance on it and
correlated features. With the greedy approach, these terms will be-
gin to dominate the explanations, limiting the number of unique ex-
planation terms and thus opportunities for feedback. For example,
‘thumbs-up’ing the term “fairness” causes papers about fairness to
rise in the feed; under the greedy approach, these papers will con-
tain the term “fairness” in their explanations, thereby crowding out
new terms for the user to act on. Conversely, a diversity-biased strat-
egy would present more unique terms to provide more opportuni-
ties for feedback, but would diverge from using the terms with the
highest contributions to the explanatory model. When creating an
advice-taking system, the explanation-action tradeoff is an impor-
tant consideration from a user perspective.
Based on the feedback we received, our final implementation of

Display in Semantic Sanity uses a diversity-biased approach that
samples explanatory features controlled by a parameter W . We sam-
ple terms proportionally to the magnitude of term contribution,
raised to theW power (higher values ofW result in a more greedy ap-
proach; lower values increase diversity). We selected W = 4 for our
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Fig. 6. A sca�er plot showing the number of unique explanation terms in the first page of the feed vs. the number of actions taken by the user in order to give

advice to their their feed. Orange dots correspond to diversity-biased explanations currently used in the system. Blue dots correspond to greedy explanations,

where the most important terms are surfaced without stochasticity. The size of each dot corresponds to the number of feeds in that bin. Note that greedy

explanations (blue) display a stronger negative correlation between unique terms and term annotations than diversity-biased explanations (orange). Thus,

the greedy approach limits opportunities for advice taking with topics as the feed curation process evolves, while the diversity-biased approach continues to

facilitate advice taking with topics.

implementation. To further reduce term redundancy in each recom-
mended paper’s explanation, we used the Python NLTK PorterStem-
mer [49] to deduplicate terms with the same stems (e.g., “fair” and
“fairness”) from each explanation.

To illustrate the impact of the explanation-action tradeoff and
the distinction between our diversity-biased approach and the canon-
ical greedy method, we perform an analysis on the logs of 300 users’
feeds from Semantic Sanity’s online deployment. For each user, we
compute (i) the total number of actions the user has taken on dis-
played explanatory terms, and (ii) the number of unique explana-
tion terms among the latest top eight recommended papers under
our diversity-biased Display implementation. We then repeat (ii)
but with Display with W = ∞ to simulate what explanatory terms
the users would see today under a greedy approach.
In accordance with the explanation-action tradeoff, we observe

in Figure 6 that the number of unique explanation terms (i.e. advice-
taking affordances) tends to be lower under a greedy approach. Fur-
thermore, this effect grows stronger as users give advice to their
feeds to be increasingly specific to a particular topic.8 In contrast,
the number of affordances remains relatively constant under our
diversity-biased approach. Though some explanation terms with

8Figure 6 likely understates the impact of the tradeoff, as users had been exposed to
explanations under the diversity-biased approach prior to this analysis. Had they been
exposed to explanations under the greedy approach for their entire sessions, we likely
would observe an even stronger crowding-out effect.

lower contributionweight are includedwithin the explanatorymodel,
our diversity-biased approach thus successfullymitigates the crowd-
ing effect observed with the greedy approach.
The explanation-action tradeoff is related to, but distinct from,

the classical explore-exploit tradeoff faced by recommender systems
and other machine learners [75]. The explore-exploit tradeoff en-
tails deliberately passing up a known reward in the hopes of learn-
ing more about the reward structure in order to have better long-
term gains. Thus, the explore-exploit tradeoff encourages taking a
chance in executing an action in the hopes that it will provide a big
reward, leading to frequent execution of the action in the future.
The explanation-action tradeoff is similar to the explore-exploit
tradeoff, in the sense that it entails deliberately declining to provide
the most accurate explanation in the hope that providing an affor-
dance for the user to execute a feedback action will lead to better
long term recommendations. However, with the explanation-action
tradeoff, even if the system is fortunate when taking a chance by
providing a less faithful explanation that successfully solicits user
feedback, the systemwill never want to repeat the specific explanation-
action in the future. We therefore highlight the explanation-action
tradeoff as an important considerationwhen implementing an advice-
taking system.
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Fig. 7. Plots showing participants’ Likert scale evaluations of our overall LIMEADE system (le�) and the likelihood that they would use our system in

the future (right) as functions of the number of topic annotations made when using our LIMEADE system. The red triangles show the median number of

annotations for each rating level.

5.3 Decoupling the Effect of Explanations & Advice
Taking

Previous studies have shown that users prefer recommendations
with explanations over recommendations alone [77, 90]. In our user
study, we did not include an “explanations only” baseline, which
would have helped to isolate the contribution of explanations in
the preference for our LIMEADE system among participants. How-
ever, we did analyze the user study results post-hoc to investigate
this question. In particular, we studied the results in Tables 2 and
3 in order to assess whether participants’ self-reported preferences
for our LIMEADE system over the baseline system correlated with
utilization of the LIMEADE affordance for rating topics. The par-
ticipants who voted LIMEADE higher on trust, transparency, intu-
itiveness, and confidence in not missing papers performed 5.4, 4.6,
−0.5, and 3.8 more topic annotations, on average, than those who
voted the baseline higher, respectively. This suggests that the pos-
itive outcomes for those metrics were not a result of the explana-
tions alone, but were influenced by the advice-taking affordance of
LIMEADE.
In Figure 7, we investigate how the number of topic ratings used

by each participant varies as a function of their Likert scale ratings
in Table 3. We find that a higher overall rating of our LIMEADE sys-
tem and a higher self-reported likelihood of using our LIMEADE
system in the future are correlated with using more topic annota-
tions (i.e., giving more advice). This indicates thatmore usage of the
LIMEADE affordance correlates with a more positive perception of
the LIMEADE system.

6 RELATED WORK

Space precludes a discussion of work on explanation generation;
we focus our description of prior work on approaches for incorpo-
rating human advice inmachine learningmodels and on approaches
for creating pseudo-examples by labeling features. Some work tran-
scends these distinctions, however; Smith-Renner et al. [73] show
that many users expect that an ML model will improve over time,
and that users are frustratedwith imperfect AI systems that provide
explanations without supporting the ability to receive correspond-
ing feedback.

6.1 Enabling Machine Learners to Take Human Advice:
Interpretable Models

Research from interactive machine learning and human-AI interac-
tion has shown the benefits of enabling learning models, including
recommender systems and beyond, to take advice from humans [5,
71]. For example, Lou et al. [50], Lou et al. [51], Caruana et al. [17],
and Wang et al. [86] have demonstrated the value of GAMs and
GA2Ms, which can be directly modified by humans via the alter-
ation of shape functions. Likewise, Kulesza et al. [42] have shown
the power of explanatory debugging of models. However, this re-
search has focused on transparent, interpretable models, where the
models can be adjusted directly [87]. LIMEADE extends the para-
digm of interactive machine learning and advice taking to opaque
models. Moreover, these evaluations often focus on user ratings
rather than quantitative demonstrations of a model’s improvement
via advice taking. As argued by [76], benchmarking and evaluation
remain open problems in leveraging explanations in interactive ma-
chine learning, one form of advice taking. In our second case study,
we directly quantitatively evaluate LIMEADE improvements rela-
tive to a baseline.
Recommender systems are a common domain for studying ex-

plainability and advice taking due to the feedback loop and interac-
tivity essential to the task of recommendation [2, 16, 31, 48, 59, 78–
80, 84, 90]. Some recommender systems take a human’s advice via
affordances other than rating content [31]. The majority of these
systems enable advice taking in response to a global explanation of
the system’s behavior [8, 13–15, 28, 36, 38, 40, 55, 56, 65, 67, 81]. Oth-
ers enable advice taking in response to instance-level explanations
or no explanations at all [1, 30, 43, 83]. The combined affordances of
advice taking and explainability can lead to a higher degree of user
satisfaction [34]; more trust in and perceived control of the system
[20, 34, 58, 82]; and better mental models, without significantly in-
creasing the cognitive load [42, 44, 65]. In contrast to LIMEADE,
however, all of this work either relies on interpretable models or
implements advice taking in an algorithmic-specific fashion that is
not extensible to an arbitrary opaque machine-learned model.
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6.2 Enabling Machine Learners to Take Human Advice:
Architecture-Specific Models

Other work has explored the extension of advice taking to spe-
cific classes of opaque models, such as neural architectures. Like
LIMEADE, the methods proposed by both Rieger et al. [64] and
Ross et al. [66] accept human input in response to advice given
in terms of an explanatory vocabulary, but their methods are re-
stricted to differentiable models whose gradients can be accessed.
Rieger et al.modify the loss function in order to incorporate a “con-
textual decomposition explanation penalization” that encodes a hu-
man’s domain knowledge in response to an explanation; and Ross
et al. modify the loss function through input gradient penalization
as a form of regularization. However, bothmethods are largely eval-
uatedwith simulated experiments on small, artificial datasets, where
the confounds are often synthetically generated.WithDECOY-MNIST,
for example, the training data is artificially colored systematically,
leading a learner to recognize color rather than shapes. Some meth-
ods can effectively adjust the loss function to reflect advice like “ig-
nore color” yielding more robust behavior, but in the real world
confounds are much more complex, and it is not clear that these
methods generalize well, even for their specific architecture classes.
Liu and Avci [47] present an NLP-specific method that allows a

developer to introduce a term into the loss function that can coun-
teract biases exposed by explanations. Specifically, the method can
be used to guide a hate-speech detection model away from overly
relying on tokens (such as ‘gay’) associated with protected groups.
This is different from the feedback accepted by LIMEADE, since it
says “Ignore this feature,” rather than “Consider this feature to be
positive/negative,” but it is an important type of high-level advice.
Liu and Avci tested their approach on both a synthetic and real-
world domain, showing modest improvement on the latter. Unlike
LIMEADE, however, their approach works only for neural models
and has only been tested on an NLP toxicity detection task.
In computer vision models, researchers have createdmethods for

analyzing the behavior of specific neurons, e.g. discovering one that
produces foliage in a generative model; follow-on research has de-
velopedmethods for similarly editing thesemodels by rewriting the
behavior of those neurons [9, 54]. While impressive, these models
are both domain and architecture specific, and require great exper-
tise on the part of the user — far from McCarthy’s dream.

6.3 Enabling Machine Learners to Take Human Advice:
Arbitrary Opaque Models

Dasgupta et al. [22] consider the problem of teaching an opaque
learner whose representation and hypothesis class are unknown.
The authors show that by interacting with the black-box learner, a
teacher can efficiently find a good set of teaching examples. How-
ever, Dasgupta et al.’s approach is highly theoretical and assumes a
noiseless version-space formulation of learning, where the concept
is perfectly learnable. Most importantly, in contrast to LIMEADE,
their method doesn’t enable the teacher to provide advice in a high-
level language.
Broadly speaking, the advice-taking interaction in LIMEADE is

similar to classical human-in-the-loop active learning (AL) [70], which

includes techniques that are applicable to opaque models. How-
ever, LIMEADE is distinct from typical AL in that the user is not
limited to labeling examples, but can give advice on how the in-
terpretable features should be driving model behavior (which are
converted into pseudo-labeled examples using our approach). Fur-
ther, ALwork focuses on algorithms to select informative examples
for labeling, whereas LIMEADE creates affordances for feedback on
top of explanations that the user may choose to act upon.
Closest to ourwork, Schramowski et al. [69] present amethod for

adding a user into the ML training loop in order to see the AI’s ex-
planations and provide feedback to improve decision making. Like
LIMEADE, their method works with an arbitrary opaque classifier,
requiring only the ability to add new instances to the training set.
Furthermore, they also interpret human feedback in the vocabulary
used in an arbitrary, explanatory model, such as that produced by
LIME [63]. However, unlike our work, Schramowski et al. do not
provide a way for the human to explain to the AI why it made a
mistake. Instead, they focus on corrections for when the model is
“right for the wrong reason.” Like LIMEADE, their method gener-
ates pseudo-examples, called “counter-examples,” that are created
by altering the selected feature of the explained example in order
to reduce confounds (including through randomization, a change
to an alternative value, or a substitution with the value for that
component appearing in other training examples of the same class).
Furthermore, Schramowski et al. include only a single experiment
to demonstrate their model-agnostic method: on a version of the
toy MNIST dataset that was artificially biased to include decoy pix-
els (Table 1a [69]); their other experiments used a version of Ross
et al.’s neural-specific loss [66].

6.4 Labeling Features and Creating Pseudo-examples

While canonical methods of feedback involve providing additional
labeled examples [85], one approach to semi-supervised learning
involves training a machine learner on labeled examples as well as
labeled features [25, 27, 46, 62, 68, 89]. In the text classification set-
ting, this often takes the form of labeling =-gram features. These
features are then used to construct pseudo-examples (e.g., docu-
ments containing just the labeled =-gram itself, labeled according
to the feature’s assigned label) or to power methods such as the
generalized expectation criteria [89]. LIMEADE extends this semi-
supervised approach by translating feature labels in an explanatory
model into pseudo-examples for retraining a much more complex
opaque model, which is represented using different features.

7 CONCLUSION & A CALL TO ACTION

To be effective partners in a human-AI team, an AI system must
be able to not only explain its decisions but also take advice given
by humans in terms of that explanation. While interpretable classi-
fiers such as GAMs support explanation-based advice taking, and
post-hoc methods such as LIME provide explanations for opaque
ML models, we present the first method for updating an arbitrary
opaquemodel using positive and negative advice given in terms of a
high-level vocabulary (such as the featurization of an explanatory
model). Furthermore, we are the first to evaluate such a method
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on a large number (70) of real-world domains and with user stud-
ies. In our first case study, we used LIMEADE to implement advice
taking on twenty image classification domains. We showed signif-
icant improvement over a strong baseline in the two-shot case. In
our second case study, we incorporated LIMEADE into Semantic
Sanity, a publicly-available computer science research paper rec-
ommender. Our user study over 21 participants demonstrated that
users strongly prefer our advice-taking system, lauding perceived
control and their sense of trust. While we failed to show improved
accuracy of the resulting recommender for these users, as mea-
sured with DCG, a study of the long-term logs of 30 different, or-
ganic users did show significantly improved NDCG. Furthermore,
another log study uncovered a fundamental tension between canon-
ical explanation approaches that greedily select themost influential
features and those that provide the best affordances for advice tak-
ing.
Much work remains to be done. We hope to develop improved

methods for interpreting human advice and better understandwhen
such advice is useful. Experiments using different explanatory vo-
cabularieswould also be useful. Additional questions, such as simul-
taneous advice taking frommultiple people in the non-personalized
setting, are worth pursuing. Furthermore, developing other forms
of advice taking remains a fruitful area for exploration. For example,
enabling humans to give advice by adding features, or communicat-
ing through natural language or other forms of communication, are
understudied challenges. Moreover, understanding various “hyper-
parameters” surrounding advice taking, such as the proper strength
of an update, remains an important question both empirically and
theoretically. For example, in the case of recommenders, should
the strength of an advice-taking update be personalized? Should
it change during different stages of updating a model? While we
did not evaluate LIMEADE according to improvements in fairness,
robustness, or model compliance, advice taking could be used for
these purposes, and another compelling direction of research con-
cerns refining and evaluating advice-taking frameworks in this con-
text. Lastly, it is important to further investigate the entanglement
between training data and supervision with respect to advice tak-
ing, as described in Section 3.3.
We consider our paper a “Call toAction” for researchers in human-

AI interaction to study the advice-taking problem for opaque ma-
chine learners. From search & recommendation to image recogni-
tion to medical diagnosis, opaque machine learners are ubiquitous.
End-users deserve new methods for adjusting these machine learn-
ing systems by giving advice in terms of a high-level vocabulary.
To aid future research, we will release the code written for our im-
age domain experiments, including our ourmodified COCO dataset
with the precomputed superpixel vocabulary and corresponding
embeddings, as well as our functioning implementation of LIMEADE.
We hope that this work will contribute to opening a new direction
of research in human-AI interaction devoted to this challenging and
pressing problem.
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